AN EXTRAORDINARY TRANSFORMATIONAL SHIFT IN HUMAN CONSCIOUS
AWARENESS HAS OCCURRED !!!!
~ Read On ~

The SHIFT is here!
By Leah LaChapelle
Today, December 22, 2012, is a day unprecedented and unparalleled in Human history. Today, people
all over the world have attained insight and understanding that has transcended the previous conventional
wisdom of the last millennia of recorded history.
Here is an overview of what this reporter can only describe as a profound SHIFT in Human
consciousness:
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All governments, laws, acts, statutes, and ordinances that have previously existed to take
away individuals' privacy, freedom, personal liberty and properties, have been dismantled
and deemed obsolete.
Homeland Security, the CIA and all worldwide intelligence agencies no longer exist.
Medical practices and pharmaceutical companies that have not been congruent in aiding
humanitarian efforts have ceased to exist as people are spontaneously healing themselves
and one another.
The current Roman Papacy, under the influence of what we now recognize as the dark
Illuminati, and all its misguided global leadership, has come to an abrupt end.
The Pentagon has closed permanently.
The Federal Reserve and World Bank that were based on competition and subjugation
and scarcity are closed. The monetary system is being replaced with cooperation and
Unity and Abundance.
FEMA, the FCC, FDA, and other so called alphabet agencies, too numerous to list, are
subsequently collapsed.
Elected officials who have engaged in and chosen illegal practices, are offering
themselves up for public scrutiny of their secret agendas and mistruths. The operative
atmosphere is forgiveness.
Existing media, that had formerly been under the influence of the dark Illuminati, are
now operating in positive roles in bringing healthy media to the public awareness.
The mission of transforming earth conditions and resources to a natural balance has
begun through a newly revealed accelerator technology. All that is known up to the
moment is that this technology operates by producing light and sound frequencies.
All poisons are being removed from atmospheric and stratospheric skies and from our
drinking water with this highly advanced technology.
Purification of ocean waters is underway.
Certain persons who have been instrumental in causing this SHIFT in Human
consciousness based in Love - who are ONE with what we now know as Prime Creator,
are being invited to convene for a new oversight body that is being formed at this very
moment, that we will refer to for now as the Earth Wisdom Council.

All over the planet there is peace, freedom, harmony and exaltation. There is celebration everywhere in
knowing the new reality based on Love.
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